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Abstract

We propose a method for reactive mission planning in dy-
namic, real-world environments that allows forappropriate
commitments to future actions and goals. We consider appro-
priate commitments to be those that are less likely to become
invalidated, or that are important enough to justify the risk.
By augmenting a reactive mission planner to organize its ac-
tions around these commitments, we hope to create a planner
that is able to react quickly to unanticipated events, easily in-
corporate new goals, coordinate its actions with other agents,
and perform missions more efficiently and effectively.

Introduction
Fully autonomous mission planning for unmanned vehicles
operating in dynamic and uncertain domains, such as the
underwater vehicle domain, is a very challenging problem.
Due to the ever-evolving nature of the environment, an agent
needs to be able to respond quickly to unanticipated events
such as an effector failure or a new obstacle. In addition,
these agents need to be able to prepare for future actions and
events such as a rendezvous with a collection vessel.

Agents operating in dynamic environments operate with a
scarcity of knowledge about their situation. The exact loca-
tions of obstacles such as ships, and hazards such as fishing
nets and currents, cannot be fully known ahead of time. In
many missions of interest, an agent also operates without
full knowledge of the goals of the mission itself. In a col-
laborative, long-term scientific mission, an agent may know
little (if any) of the goals of the mission before it begins.

The single biggest challenge to mission planning in these
complex environments is that commitments to specific ac-
tions and situations often become invalidated. There are
trade-offs involving the level of commitment in any plan-
ning system. While these commitments prove to be useful,
and sometimes essential, for organizing and coordinating ac-
tions, there is a chance of each commitment not being real-
ized. When this occurs in a planning system, the plan (or
a portion of the plan) is invalidated and the planner needs
to replan or to correct the invalidated portion. If the agent
is operating using a fixed plan, the invalidation of the plan
leads to mission failure.

Even plans created by a decision-theoretic (Blythe 1999)
or other stochastic approach have a high likelihood of failure

in a highly dynamic environment, and the plans they cre-
ate only contain contingencies for failures that can be pre-
dicted. A scarcity of knowledge about the domain or the
mission hampers the ability of these approaches to create ro-
bust plans and the computational expense limits the ability
to use these systems onboard a fully autonomous vehicle.

Reactive planners (Agre and Chapman 1987; Firby 1987;
Georgeff and Lansky 1987) approach this problem by re-
maining fully, or at least mostly, reactive to the current sit-
uation rather than relying on a fixed plan. In the extreme,
behavior-based variants of reactive planning (e.g., Bonasso
and Barratt 1993; Komerska et al. 1999; Turner et al. 1993;
Smith et al. 1996; Bellingham et al. 1990; Bellingham et
al. 1994), no commitments to future actions are made and
an agent continually chooses one action to perform based on
the current situation.

By allowing for a reactive plan (at some level of detail),
moderate reactive planners (e.g., Gat 1991; Bonasso et al.
1997; Jensen and Veloso 1998; Choi et al. 2004), includ-
ing the Orca planner (Turner 1995), improve upon behav-
ioral reactive planners by allowing for some commitment
to future actions. Typically, however, there is only mini-
mal commitment to future specific actions, even those that
can be predicted with a high degree of confidence will be
needed. These commitments are important because they im-
pose some structure to a mission plan that can be exploited
to organize the remainder of the goals and actions in the mis-
sion.

What we propose in this paper is a method for explicitly
identifying important goal interactions in a dynamic reac-
tive plan, allowing a reactive planner to make some justified
commitments to future actions or situations. These predic-
tions in turn will allow the agent to rationally interleave and
organize actions from multiple goals without the need to use
expensive deliberate methods. When new goals arise, the
agent will be able to insert them into its plan where it makes
sense, or to reorganize its plan appropriately.

The AUV Domain
Our research has focused primarily on mission planning for
the autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) domain. How-
ever, the planning mechanisms introduced can be used for
planning in any dynamic environment by replacing the
domain-dependent knowledge base. The AUV domain has



several properties that make it ideal for this research. The
first is the need for full autonomy. In many scenarios, it is
impossible to keep in constant communication with an AUV
to allow for human-assisted planning techniques. Deep-sea
missions, missions under surface cover, and stealth missions
are all examples of times when communication with the
AUV is not available. The second interesting property of
the AUV domain is its truly dynamic nature. The composi-
tion of the environment, such as currents and traffic, can be
in constant flux.

Regardless of the complexity of planning in the AUV do-
main, there exist many important applications for the mil-
itary, industry, and academia, such as surveillance, mine
detection and clearing, salvage and rescue, underwater in-
spection, underwater construction, and autonomous oceano-
graphic sampling networks (Curtin et al. 1993).

The Orca Reactive Mission Planner
Orca is a reactive mission-level planner for the AUV domain
(Turner 1994; 1995). Rather than controlling an AUV (or
other type of unmanned vehicle) directly, Orca is designed
as the mission-level reasoner for a hierarchical control archi-
tecture such as the MSEL software architecture (Blidberg
and Chappell 1986). Figure 1 shows Orca situated in the
mission planning role in the MSEL architecture. This hi-
erarchical approach presents Orca with an abstract “virtual
AUV” allowing it to be more broadly applicable to other au-
tonomous vehicles and operate as a “soft” real-time system.
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Figure 1: Orca situated in the MSEL software architecture

Orca uses a knowledge base of schemas for all of its rea-
soning. A schema is a representation of patterns that exist in
the real world and in problem solving. Procedural schemas
(p-schemas) are similar to hierarchical plans and specify the
steps that must be taken to achieve goals. These steps can be
primitive actions, other p-schemas, or subgoals. Procedu-
ral schemas form a generalization/specialization hierarchy
and multiple p-schemas can exist in the knowledge base to
achieve a single goal.

Orca uses an agenda to list the goals that comprise its in-
tentions. At any time, Orca focuses on the one best goal
from the agenda for the current situation. A p-schema is
found to achieve the goal and Orca expands the partial plan,
executing primitive actions as they are found. If the situa-
tion changes, Orca will look for a more-appropriate special-
ization of the existing p-schema, or will begin work on a
different goal from the agenda.

There are several shortcomings of this approach to focus-
ing attention. The Orca planner currently has no method for
giving an overarching view of the mission as a whole. Orca
cannot summarize or predict its intended actions over the
course of a mission, other than just listing the goals (and
what work has been accomplished towards solving these
goals) in its agenda. This can lead to difficulty when co-
ordinating with other agents over the course of a mission, as
well as a reduced utility in being able to rationally organize
actions from different goals.

Orca can also be narrow-minded in its approach to solv-
ing the goals in its agenda. Because Orca only ever focuses
attention on one goal in its agenda, it cannot serendipitously
or opportunistically work on other goals in parallel. This
may cause a vehicle to have to, for example, double-back
and transit to a location to perform an action for a second
goal that would have best been performed while the vehicle
was in the area originally.

Appropriate Commitment Reactive Planning
Our work intends to augment the Orca reactive planner with
the ability to makeappropriatecommitments to future ac-
tions and situations. We consider appropriate commitments
to be those which are based on predictable features of the en-
vironment, mission, and plan which are important enough to
justify the risk (and cost) of those predictions not being re-
alized. For mobile agents in real-world environments, these
features include location and high-cost or shared resources.

In order to effectively support these commitments, we are
addressing two important issues. The first is the necessity for
an explicit representation of the intentions and commitments
of the planner that is flexible enough to support dynamic re-
organizations and goal additions. This representation should
make explicit important interactions between goals so that
reasoning about these interactions can be automatic and in-
expensive. Secondly, we need a technique for focusing at-
tention (deciding what to do next) that can utilize all of the
information encoded in the plan representation.

In moderate reactive systems, there is some representation
(called a reactive plan) of the current intentions and priori-
ties of the planner, its active behaviors, and possibly a record
of what work has already been performed by the agent. To
facilitate the identification of – and organization around –
appropriate commitments, we will explicitly store informa-
tion about the current plan in areactive plan network. This
planning structure will be used to represent all of the goals
of the planner, any commitments to future actions, and all of
the schemas (at various levels of detail) currently being used
to achieve goals. This new planning structure will support a
reactive agent’s ability to dynamically order and reorder ac-
tions and goals without breaking convention, group actions



that can be executed together, temporally separate actions
that compete for a shared resource, and consider alternative
courses of action.

The reactive plan network will also containorganiza-
tional nodes, which are used to explicitly identify interac-
tions and relationships between different goals and actions.
Each of these nodes represents anorganizational featureof
the plan or environment; these features are costly to acquire,
expensive or limited, and can be predicted with a high con-
fidence. We have identified location, temporally constrained
actions, and resources as being important organizational fea-
tures in real-world domains.

Figure 2 shows a simple example of a reactive plan net-
work. In this diagram, plan components are drawn using cir-
cles (goals), triangles (p-schemas), and squares (executable
actions). There is also an organizational node, drawn as a
double-circle, connected to several actions in the plan. Plan
components that are part of the same subplan to solve a goal
are connected by specialization links. These links connect
a goal to the p-schema that achieves the goal, and each p-
schema is connected (after being expanded) to the actions,
subschemas, and subgoals that are its steps. Constraint links
are used to enforce constraints between plan components
such as ordering of plan steps.

Superficially, the reactive plan network appears very sim-
ilar to a hierarchical task network (e.g., Ghallab, Nau, and
Traverso 2004; Horling et al. 1999), however, rather than
just being used to create a plan, the reactive plan network is
also used to maintain different pieces of the plan at various
levels of detail, keep a record of the actions that have al-
ready been completed, monitor plan execution, and identify
a broad class of interactions between various plan compo-
nents. Different areas of the reactive plan network may be
explored at different times, and the representation does not
implicitly give any indication about the order that various
actions will be executed.

The organizational nodes of the reactive planning network
explicitly identify a broad class of both positive and negative
goal interactions, which can be used by the planner to easily
exploit positive interactions and resolve negative ones.

Positive goal interactions include common subgoals
(Thangarajah, Padgham, and Winikoff 2003), actions from
disjoint goals that can be achieved at the same time or at
the same location, and commitments to future actions that
allow the agent to choose from a set of alternatives a less-
expensive, or more optimal, course of action that would not
have been available otherwise.

Negative goal interactions, on the other hand, arise from
resource limitations as well as limitations of the agent. For
example, a physical agent cannot perform actions in two sep-
arate locations at the same time. Negative interactions occur
frequently when actions require the use of limited and/or
shared resources.

Focus of attention in an appropriate commitment reactive
planner, for both execution and plan refinement, is driven by
an activation metaphor. Sources of activation includeinten-
tion andorganization. Intentional activation is derived from
the importance (priority) of the goals in the plan and causes
the planner to focus on completing the primary tasks.

Each organizational node in a reactive plan network can
also lend organizational activation to connected plan com-
ponents based on heuristics governed by the type of orga-
nizational feature. This type of activation can be used by
the planner to take advantage of positive interactions while
alleviating negative ones. There are several basic strategies
for resolving negative goal interactions (Schneider and De-
tweiler 1988; Freed 1998) including:

• circumventing: choosing non-conflicting alternatives;

• delaying/interrupting: temporally separating conflicts;

• shedding: removing low-priority or infeasible tasks; and

• time sharing: alternating the control of a resource.

All of these strategies can be implemented using heuristics
that take into consideration the “advice” of all pertinent or-
ganizational nodes.

Choosing the next action to execute, deciding when and
how the plan should be refined, and choosing between al-
ternative methods to achieve a goal are all forms of com-
mitment and are all controlled by the same activation-based
mechanism. The planning process can be thought of as find-
ing a consensus between the advice of the organizational
strategies and the intentions of the planner.

Supporting Adaptability
The appropriate commitment reactive planning approach
maintains high-level reactivity by maintaining a flexible and
adaptable planning structure. The planner does not immedi-
ately make commitments to how and when goals and tasks
will be carried out when they are added to the plan. Instead,
this process is controlled through the activation metaphor.
Changes to the activation of a plan component by its con-
nected organizational nodes can cause the planner to either
add detail, make a commitment, or conversely, to delay ac-
tion or expansion, backtrack, or commit to an alternative
course of action.

When a new goal is added to the reactive plan network,
it is connected to the organizational nodes that represent the
organizational features identified as being influential to the
schema(s) that could be used to solve the goal. If these orga-
nizational nodes share a high level of activation, the planner
may immediately begin working on solving this goal. On
the other hand, if activation is low, the planner may ignore
the goal until a more appropriate situation arises.

Figure 3 shows the major knowledge components used by
the Orca planner. In addition to the reactive plan network
that is used to represent the current intentions and approach
of the planner, there is also an episodic memory which stores
all of the procedural schemas and a working memory which
stores the general knowledge, domain knowledge, and situ-
ational knowledge of the planner. This working memory is
available to all components of the planning system.

As updates about the situation arrive from the low level
architecture, they are posted to the working memory by a
module called the event manager. This module can also
monitor for anticipated events and notify different planning
components when an event occurs. For example, the event
manager will notify the planner/executor component when
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Figure 2: A Simple Reactive Plan Network

an effector event (e.g., waypoint achieved or effector failure)
or an organizational feature event (e.g., resource exhausted
or acquired) occurs. These organizational events allow the
planner to update each related organizational node as the sit-
uation changes. Such events may cause the activation of new
goals (e.g., to handle an incipient problem), the deletion of
a goal, a change to how a goal is satisfied, or a re-evaluation
of how to order the actions for execution.
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Figure 3: Orca’s Knowledge Components

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we propose a reactive mission-level planning
system for use in a hierarchical reactive control system
that allows for appropriate commitments to future actions.
The planner will use its commitments to organize the goals
and actions in its reactive plan and incorporate new goals.
The goal of this work is to create a controller for fully-
autonomous vehicles operating in real-world domains that
has the following abilities:

• The ability to remain responsive to changes in the en-
vironment and mission and be able to quickly adapt and
incorporate new goals without the need to replan from
scratch;

• The ability to dynamically order and reorder actions
and goals, from multiple goals, and to perform non-
mutually exclusive actions from disjoint goals in parallel.
By organizing around organizational features, the planner
should be able to accomplish tasks efficiently and to rec-
tify negative goal interactions; and

• The ability to maintain conventions to remain pre-
dictable and able to cooperate with other agents that fol-
low conventions and protocols.

In order to achieve these properties in a reactive mission
planner, we are developing an organizational structure called
a reactive plan network that allows us to explicitly represent
and reason about individual plan components and their in-
teractions. Components of the reactive plan network receive
activation from both intentional and organizational sources,
and this activation is used by the planner to identify when to



add detail to the plan, when to choose between alternative
courses of action, and when to commit to primitive actions.
Intentional activation causes the planner to give preference
to high-priority goals and to follow convention, while orga-
nizational activation allows the planner to group actions that
should be executed together and to separate or order actions
that have a negative interaction, such as competition for a
shared resource.

By reasoning about plans at various levels of detail, but
only committing to appropriate actions, the plan remains
flexible and the agent is able to respond quickly to unantici-
pated events. This flexible nature of the plan also allows for
new goals to be added at any time, with the organizational
nodes of the reactive plan network grouping new goals with
any related goals and actions already in the plan.

We are currently implementing a new, agent-based ver-
sion of the Orca planner as a test-bed for our appropriate
commitment approach to reactive mission planning. Future
areas of work for this project include

• Determining the proper level of detail for plan expan-
sion. This involves determining when to find p-schemas
that could be used to achieve a goal, when to select be-
tween alternatives, and when to expand sub-goals and
sub-schemas. Activation heuristics need to be developed
to control how the focus of attention mechanism handles
plan expansion. The planner will need to expand compo-
nents to various levels of detail in order to predict and
exploit organizations of actions based on the strategies
defined in this paper without over-expanding (an unnec-
essary expense which can also lead to over-commitment).

• Finalizing the activation model. Ideally, the activation
model would be a simple numerical system, with little or
no propagation, in order to maximize its efficiency. How-
ever, it may be that the different types of “advice” given
by organizational nodes cannot be abstracted using a sin-
gle number.
For example, consider a goal that has been given a low
activation due to the fact that it is temporally constrained
and must be achieved at a time in the future. If the planner
only sees the low activation level, it may continue to at-
tempt to solve the goal using different alternatives rather
than simply ignoring the goal for the time being.
The activation model may need to be extended into an
advicemodel that encodes the reason for the activation
assigned by an organizational node. It might also be sat-
isfactory for the organizational nodes to be allowed to add
constraint links to the reactive plan network to resolve
these issues.

• As the planner interleaves actions and subschemas from
various procedural schemas, a problem of maintaining
consistency arises. Procedural schemas may not contain
a great deal of justification about the order, or informa-
tion about the relationships, between their steps, and the
planner needs to be careful when reordering them not to
do so in such a way that violates any preconditions. We
need to determine the best approach for maintaining con-
sistency in a reactive plan network, which may involve
posting standing orders, adding protection intervals (Tate

1975) or causal links (McAllester and Rosenblitt 1991),
and/or posting contingencies to follow if a precondition is
violated.

• Development of a method or set of criteria used for iden-
tifying new organizational features of the environment or
reactive plans.
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